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that lf G is a conne~ed graph of order at least k + 1 and k ~3 then Gk is 
{k-2~hamtitonian. ?his was @neralized by Benhocine [l, 2) who proved 
A &niiar notion is that of ‘n-edge harniitonian graphs’ (note t&ii this notation 
b _etinl& u&I *G& tit&J *ea&&‘ &‘WPh G is,&age h;cu’nito_ if 
after the deletion of any n-ede the resulting raph is hamiitonian. This riotion 
has been less studied although of more pm&al tipomce tjU# that of strongly 
q-edge hamiltoniaa graphs: indeedsuch a @aph corresponds toa network which can 
continue to work as a ‘@p-Uwork7 after,tie failure of at most n lhks. 
I’. 
In [Tj and w] it is proved that for any integer n and k .su&h that k + 3 s n aud 
k P 1, there exists a minimum k-edgs hamiltmiau graph. Therefore doing k = 
n - 3, that implies that K umtains a (n -3)-edge hami@niau spanning subgraph : * 
and hence we can state the 
b 1, fir n a 3, the cm@ete gmph & is (n -3)~edge hmiltonian, 
We can deduce immediately the foiiow@g coroilary: 
camlImyt.Letgbeamnectedgr~~o;tvvertices (U~3);,mume~diamerer 
of G. ‘I%en GD ii (u -3)+dge #m.n+onima. 
Tbe.h of +is ,paPer is -to g&i that is $Z is a amuected graph of Order at least 
k+l and ks3, G’ is (k-2)-&& &nikonian. 
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vertices and there exists in G3+((f1, t2)) a hamikonkn cycle C which contti thiz 
edge (t,, tz) (Theorem 1). It is sufficient to replace in C the edge (tl, tJ by the 
path (tl, a, td to get a hamiltonian cycle in G3-{(a, fl)}. 
Ckse 2: Both a and fl are not leaves of G. 
G-(a, @) has two connected components T1 and ‘p; such that a E V(TJ and 
fi E V(T2). Furthermore V(TJ #(a) and V(T2) # (0). 
LRt y be a nei&bor of a in T1. 
If IV(T,)163 then Tz is a complete graph, and if IVfT,)I 34 T: is ha.&tou- 
connected (Theorem 1). Therefore 
and cr. 
We have lV(Tdl~2, then there 
such that 
d(a, t+3 and t1 #P, 
d(y, ta e 3. 
T: contains a hamiltonian path P between y 
exist in V(T& two dis%kcc vertices tl ,and t2 
mere exists in Tz a hamiltonian path Q with endpoints tz and tI. Let C ?MZ tk 
cycle: C=P*(y, t2)*Q*(tl,a). 
C is a hamiltonian cycle of G3 -(a, fl)} . El 
Lit us introduce now a new definition. 
IM&~L A graph G will be stid to ke strongly (j,q)-edge hamiltonian, if it 
remains strongly q-edge hamiltonian after the removal of any j edges. 
To prove that CL is (k -2)-edge hamiltonian we wrll prove in fact this stronger 
result. 
‘lkomu 2. Let G be a conniected graph on at least n+l tmiices. l%en G” is 
stmmgly (i, t&edge hamiltonian for any integers j a0 and q 20 such that j + q =S 
n-2. L 
Therefore G” is (n -- 2)-edge hamiltonian if I V(G)1 2 ii -‘.- 1 and G is a connected 
graph. That is the best possible result since if G is a path on u > n + 1 vertim G” 
is not (n - l)-edge hamiltonian (the endpoints of the path have only degr& n in 
G”). 
Roof of ‘l[beorem 2. First, note that it is sutlicient to prove the theorem for the 
trees. 
Lemma 2 and Theorem 1 imply that for any n 33, if G is a connected graph 
with jV(G)l~n+ 1, then 0” is strongly (0, n-2)-edge hamiltoni=. 
The proof is done by induction on n and j. Let us assume that 
- for any k and j such that 36k<n and O~jsk-2, and for any connected 
_c ,,: .:. 
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p-q&: G .witb .IIl;r(G)(;p k +i, Gkz is%ron#y (i, k -2 +-edge hamihonian, 
-,fortunyjsrnchthat;0ajciG”:isstronglyU,,n-IR-j)edercehemilto~anif Gis 
a conne&ed graph with IV(G)jsn+l, 
We will prove that G” is strongly (i, n -2- i)-edge hamiltonian. 
~~Gbe-acoanecaexS~~h.on~tlleast,n+..lv~.~tS$1and~~betwosets 
of edge!! verifying: ’ .: 
- S, is a set of edges of the complete graph built on V(G) such that these edges 
form I disjoint paths (06M\S& 
- &. L i‘; zet of edges .of E(O”), 
- S,n%=8, 
-&(=i and ISJ=n-2-i. 
- IfS1#&IetusdenotebyPi,Pz ,..., Pi the I independent paths formed with 
the edges of S1 and let us denote by Z, the set of the inner points of Pi. Let 
Z=Ut<;i42; 
- If S1 # 0, we will denote by & the set of the endpomts of the paths I’,., 16 i s 1. 
If S,=@, then &=!I. 
.A_ 
- We *will denote by & the set of the endpoints of the edges of L$. 
- Let a E V(Cg. &(a) will denote the subset of the edges of S, incident to a. 
- ForagraphK,ahamiltoniancycleofK+SwillsaidtobeaHC(S,T)ifitisa 
cycle containing ah the edges of S and none of T. 
No~thatifa~hn5ahamiltoaian~cIe\nrhichcontains~theedlgesofS1 
and none of &-S&u) does not contain the edge6 of &(a) either. 
This remark together with the induction hypothesis permits to find easily a 
HC&, &) in some cases. 
(1) &r)Z#@ then we ronsider Si = S1 and S$=S,-&(a) where tuE&nZ, 
therefore \S$j < i. G” is strongly (i - 1, n-2-i + l)-edge hamiltonian, therefore 
G” +Si contains a HC&, S$) which ,is aIso a HC(&, &,). 
(2) &f&#f8. Let a,E&f& and (*@)E.&(a). Let us assume that &L V(q). 
Since !m(a)lan and IZjbn - i - 3, there exists a vertex t E V(G) such that 
(a9 M%Gn)-S2, t$QU V(P,). 
Let si = S, ~(&a, t)) and 4 = PI *(a, t). The vertex a is an mner point ol P;. G” 
is strti;.zy (i -1, n-2-i + &edge bamibonian, therefore there exists a 
I-K&, &-{(a, 0))). It is aIso a HC&, S,). 
(3) 1&1(2i, which means that there exist at least kwo adjacent edges in &. Let 
a E& such that I&(& 1. From a s@iIar computation as in 2, we deduce that 
there exist two vertices :I and & in r,(a) - 2 such that 
(a, hkE(G”)-Ma), 
(a, r3mGny&~,, 
tl and &_& not b& endpoints of a same path Pi. 
BY idhon @qMhe~is, there exis& a HC(S’,, $-&(a)) in G” + Sl, where 
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Si i--S, U ((61, a), (a, t2)). As a is an inner point of the path (fI, a, rz) this cycle is 
also a HC(S1, &) of G” +&. 
(4) ‘There exists in 2 a leaf of G. Let us assume tit pr = 
(x1,.~-,~m-lr~mr~m+l,...r~) and x,,, is d leaf. Let S; == 
(Si LN&-i, %I), ( &,, ~n+dUh-+ x,,,+& and G’ = G-ix,,,). G’ is a connected 
graph on at least n vertices and lS!l+l$l= n -3. Therefore G”-l contains a 
HC(SL S&. If we replace in this cycle the edge (G~_~, x,,,+1) by the path 
&-.I, &, x,,,+~) we obtain in G” + S1 a HC(&, s;). 
We will assume from now on that any edge of S, is not adjacent to any other 
edge Of SIU S, atd that no leaf of G belongs to 2. We will prove that G is 
strongly (i, II -2- i)-edge hamiltonian by induction on IV(G)]. Because of the 
assumptions on S1 and S, and of Lemma 1, this is clear for IV(G)1 = n + 1. Let us 
assume it is also true for any co~ected graph such that n + 1 6\‘V( G)\ c 11. 
Let G be a connected graph on u vertices. We consider 3 cases. 
Cases 1: a leaf of G belongs to &. 
Let x be a leaf in &. %ince )qsn-2-i-Len-4 and Im(x)la:, there 
exist at least two vetices zl aud z2 iu r,,(x) - 2 such that (x, ZI), (x, 22) 6 SZ 
and zl, z2 are not both endpoints of a same path Pi. Let S: = S1 U ((zl, ZZ)} 
and S: = S2 - Z&(x). 
Then [S#t/S~l<n-2, I§~l~lS21-1 = i - 1 and G -{x) is a connected graph on 
at least A -t 1 vertices. Therefore (G -{x})” + Sl, coma& a HC(S’,, Sh). We get a 
HC(S1, S;L) in G” +S, by replacing the edge (zI, z2) in the cycle by the path 
(zl, x, zz), and a HC&, S;L) is also a HC& 5%). 
lberefore, we assume that t2 does not contain any leaf of G. As S, # 8, there is 
a vertex a E e2 ad an edge e incident to a! such that, if TI and T2 are the two 
components of G-(e), then 
Q E V(T,), bNV(TJ-M)=B 
which means also that S,nE(Ty)=@ and IS,nE(~)l=i-1. 




VPE(l,..., ml, zi, E V(T& 
If l~:~qci~ or i,,,<qek or 3p~(l,...,m-1) su?h that &<q<ip+l, 
then q E V(T,). 
Let q1 = IS, nE(TT)l, q2 = IS, nE(T;)l. Let r = 2r’ be the number of edges in SI 
such that one endpoint is in TI and the other in TP Let 4; be the tota! number of 
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Tbr; following equalities and inequalities hold: 
d(& y)~l+q,+r’sn, (1) 
n-2-i=q,-+q,+r, (2) 
JV(T$)na=ql+r’sn--3. (3) 
If IV(T{)I s (IZf7 V(Ti)I + l)+ 3, then Theorem 1 implies that there exists in 
Tin-2 a hamiltonian path P between @ and y. 
Otherwise, because of (3) JV(Ti)I Gn, and Tin is a complete graph. So such a 
path P exists ag& (if @ = y, P is the empty path). 
For lCj<Z, we define P; from PI like in Case 2, replacing only Tl and T2 by 
T{ am;l Ti when they occur in the definition. We define Pi from PI almost in the 
same way, we only omit x1 =/3 in Pi (because IXBW X~E V(T:)). Therefore 
Pi=&,,..*, x, yJ. We will denote z+, by xi. Note that Pi = (yJ may occur, then 
xi = y,. 
Let us denote by Si the set of edges contained in the paths pI for 1 “j d I and 
by 2’ the set of the inner vertices of P; (1 bj d I). Let q; = IS& then 
Therefore 
pm v(7-glsqi. 





(because of the hypothesis on S,, &, 2; and %J, the following inequality holds 
k-~~,+,~+ut@) n V<T5)l”q6 + 3. 6) 
Therefore from (l), (4) and Q, we dedzxe that there exists TV V(T$-(ZU{y& 
such that d(y, t) s n. 
Let us mume that jV(TgI~=(qi+i+ 1)+3. Then T$ is 6 connected graph ton 
less thaw jV(G)l vertices and 
IS*U{(Xi, t)}l=q;l+lGn-2-i, 
IS, e7E(Ts”)( = i. 
Therefore, from the induction hypothesis on n, j = 1S.J and IV(C)l, we deduce that 
there eats in T$‘+(Sl, U ((xi, t)}) a hamiltonian cycle C which is a HC(S’, U 
ihi, t)l, k&h 
Rumf. G is a ~-CO- graph with diameter D, therefore there! exists at l&t 
one cyc4e C 0: gength greatqq @an or: q.uaJ to .2D. Let rc, y E ‘V(G). 
Ifx,IJE~~((C)then~definei,twopathsbenveenxandyandoneofthemiof 
length at least D. 
Tif R c Y(c) and. y$ V(c) there are, by Menger’s theorem, tw6 disjoint paths 
fnm y to the cycle C If x#.V(C’) and ,y# V(C) by a mrollary.of Menger’s 
th4xxem we ha33 again two disjoint paths betwexx~ {x, y} and V(C) and the lemma 
f&h*_ ‘a I.“,:, .’ : ,, i: \ I; .:: 
<.I+ 41 B 2. Let G be a 2+onnect&‘g with 1 V(G)1 3 k +2 and let D 
b & cll-.&,&$G; , j ‘: ” ,:., >. I, 
Hf D ak the result Mows from C&&uy 1. 
Let IPS aihm~‘~t I>> k. Ut ‘S b& a &b&t of E(@) such that @Is k - 1. Let 
(x,y) be an edge of S and P be a path of lengtb”Z6D>k ‘be&en x and y 
(Lem~~a 3). Let us cc+der T a spanning tre(c of G wrhi& contains the path P. Let 
S’=S61E(Tk). Sinuz (q y)&E(Tk) then IS”lek-2. 
Tk is a (k-2)+&e ham$ltonian graph therefore Tk -S’ contains a hamilto- 
& q&_ ,m metiis ‘lw; aj ,w _we .of ,G? +$, a 1 
-, ’ 1 :, .(’ .::’ 
For lc -=2, the theore; is also ‘true. 
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llylsoraa 3. If 0 is a 2-connscfRd graph on at Zeast 4 verricRs then G2 is l-edge 
hamiitonian. 
We proved this result in an earlier version of this paper. In fact C. Thomassen 
informed us that it was a consequence of a stronger theorem due to him [IS]. He 
prov& that the square of a graph is vertex pancyclic provided its block-graph is a 
path. That proves that (G -e)’ is pancyclic if G is 2-connected and e is an edge of 
G. Furthermore ~eischner [s] proved that for any vertex x in a 24a~ected 
graph there is a hamiltonian cycle C in G2 such that the two edges of C incident 
with x arc in G. Therefore G2-e is hamiltonian for any edge e in G2. 
A quesiion which remains open is whether Corollary 2 and Theorem 3 give the 
best possible result for the 2-connected graphs. 
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